MAPLE LEAF

FOLDING STEPS

1. Use A as the center and fold B to C. For paper 5-3/4" x 5-3/4", keep 2.5 inches between D & C. For other sizes of paper, keep A-1=72°, A-2=72°, A-3=36° and fold it.

2. Fold F to G. Make sure that F, G & H have the same angle (36°).

3. Fold I to H.

4. Ready for your design or follow pattern below.

PATTERNS

5-3/4" x 5-3/4" Original Size
CHERRY BLOSSOM

FOLDING STEPS

1. Keep color inside and fold paper in half.
2. Use A as the center and fold B to C. For paper 5-3/4" x 5-3/4", keep 2.5 inches between D & C. For other sizes of paper, keep A-1=72°, A-2=72°, A-3=36° and fold it.
3. Fold F to G. Make sure that F, G & H have the same angle (36°).
4. Ready for your design or follow pattern below.

PATTERNS
5-3/4" x 5-3/4" Original Size
CLOUDS

FOLDING STEPS

1. Keep color inside and fold paper in half.
2. Using A, B, C, and D as centers, fold both to C (half fold AB and AD).
3. Fold in half.
4. Ready for your design or follow pattern below.

PATTERNS

5-3/4" x 5-3/4" Original Size

The ever-changing shapes of clouds moving in the sky have inspired all since the beginning of human history.
FLOWERS

FOLDING STEPS

1. Keep color inside. and fold paper in half.
2. Using A, B & D as centers, fold both to C (half fold AB and AD).
3. Fold in half.  
4. Ready for your design or follow pattern below.

PATTERNS
5-3/4" x 5-3/4" Original Size